PSHE Education SEAL Curriculum Map
Term 1: New Beginnings
Feeling valued and a valued member of the
school, how to make others feel valued, and
what it feels like to be unwelcome, how to
join a group. Special things about myself.
Feelings of happy, sad or scared, how to
predict feelings in a different situation, coping
with feelings, how to calm down, giving and
accepting compliments, ways of solving
problems, contributing to class rules,
understanding why rules are needed.

(New Activities)

Year 3

Term 2: Getting On and
Falling Out

Term 3: Going for
Goals

Looking and sounding friendly, being a good listener,
taking on a role within a group, discussing in a group,
using peaceful problem solving solutions.

Identify what is needed to learn
effectively, understanding how feelings
can influence learning, planning to
overcome obstacles when setting goals,
appreciating how others can support in
achieving a goal, perseverance and how
to overcome frustrations, identifying
advantages and disadvantages of the
goals set.

Women’s Aid Expect Respect Toolkit:
Resolving Conflict and Where to Get Help
Anti-bullying/kindness week activities

Term 4: Good to be Me

Reactions to feeling threatened, importance
of thinking before acting, discussing and
sharing worries, coping strategies, choosing
to hide and show feelings, controlling
feelings and understand when and how to
relax, how to be assertive and how to
express themselves assertively.

Term 5: Relationships

Term 6: Changes

Accepting and understanding
responsibility, identify what hurts
someone’s feelings, expressing and
understanding the feeling of guilt, feeling
ashamed and when to discuss with
others, understanding how people get
hurt, how to make someone happy, how
to make amends for something cruel or
unkind, celebrating who we care for, how
to make good choices, responsibility for
choices.

Change and how it can make lives better,
understanding and appreciating everyone has
to change, identifying changes already
experienced, the impact of thoughts and
feelings on actions, identifying reasons for
behaviour and when change is difficult,
changes can be uncomfortable, reasons that
change can be scary, dealing with negative
feelings towards change.

